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Obtaining university practical competences in
engineering by means of virtualization and cloud
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Abstract—The acquisition of practical competences is an
essential point of any engineering curricula, being more
challenging than the acquisition of theoretical competences. For
this, the use of laboratories is totally essential, and, in the case of
distance education, this becomes even more challenging since
students are located physically distant from the laboratories that
they should use to obtain such competences. For this reason,
UNED has developed a system to create and manage virtual
remote laboratories, aimed at improving the way how practical
exercises are conducted. This paper details how these
laboratories are implemented for a subject in the field of
network services in operating systems, and presents an
evaluation showing that the system is useful and easy to use.
Keywords—cloud computing, e-learning, distance education,
remote laboratories

I.

INTRODUCTION

The use of cloud and virtualization technologies allows the
versatile management of computing systems, since they can be
deployed, scaled, replicated, kept up-to-date and maintained
more easily, at any of the levels of cloud computing – the
main ones being Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform
as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS).
These technologies provide an almost unlimited number of
benefits, some of the main ones are [7], [8] more efficient and
effective use of technical staff, enhanced fault-tolerance, more
efficient use of computing equipment, reduced power
consumption, ability to add/remove capacity on demand,
improve application availability, cloud computing saves time,
money and shortens production cycle, allows Information
Technology (IT ) to shift focus, no longer having to worry
about constant server updates and other computing issues in
the case of using SaaS or PaaS.
The use of virtual and remote laboratories is essential for
the acquisition of practical competences in distance education,
where no physical interactions between students and lecturers
exist. This way, students will obtain the technical know-how
that will be their most important asset when they start their
professional career. In our case, the Spanish National
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University for Distance Education (UNED, Universidad
Nacional de Educación a Distancia [9]) is the largest distance
university in Spain with more than 200,000 students all over
the country, and we have developed a virTUal remoTe
labORatories managEment System (called TUTORES). The
system is based on cloud computing and virtualization
principles in order to dynamically provide students with the
necessary hardware and software resources, so that they can
acquire practical competences in any subject of interest.
Lecturers use this system to create Virtual Remote
Laboratories (VRLab) based on templates, and each laboratory
can be made of one or more virtual machines (VMs),
depending on the actual competences for which acquisition
this laboratory is used – laboratories can be created to conduct
practical assignments on any subject of engineering education.
This system has several benefits for both students and
lecturers. For students, laboratories are ubiquitous since
they can connect to the system from anywhere to work on
their practical assignments (e.g. at home, at work during a
coffee break. . . . ), without the need of anything other than an
average computer and an Internet connection. This ubiquity
in turn increases their productivity since they can devote
more time to their studies. For lecturers, this system
improves their work since they can access the students’
laboratories easily, so that they can track their progress and
provide them with hands-on help in a easy way. Furthermore,
this system allows lecturers create laboratories that can be
used in any subject of interest, which makes our system
multipurpose. Moreover, this system is based on templates
that can be reused as many times as needed.
Here we present details of the architecture of the
TUTORES system and the way how it is used to create
virtual remote laboratories to acquire practical competences
in the field of network services in operating systems –
although they can be used for any subject of engineering
education. This scenario is more complex because it requires
a network of VMs, rather than just one isolated VM.
Furthermore, we present an acceptance study involving
students from an official post-degree in Computer Science at
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TABLE I.

Proposal
Jara et al. [1]
Liu et al. [2]
Stewart et al. [3]
Wang at al. [4]
Vouk et al. [5]
Dölitzscher et al. [6]

SUMMARY OF RELATED WORKS COMPARED WITH THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

Aims

Subjects

Interaction with
physical equipment

Scalability

Interaction with robotics
equipment
Low level network
configuration
Full configuration of
VMs
Full configuration of
VMs
Reservation of isolated
VMs
Reservation of isolated
VMs

Robotics
Control

Yes (robots)

No

Networks

Yes (routers,
switches, …)

No

Networks

No

No

Networks

No

No

Any

No

Yes

Any

No

Yes

VRLab
(General use)

Whatever needed

Any

Yes if needed

Work in Progress

VRLab
(Networks subject)

Full configuration of
networks of VMs

Networks

No

Work in Progress

UNED. This study analyses our work in terms of the
perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and perceived
interaction of students with regard to our system.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II presents
related work and compares our proposed system with other
systems from literature. Section III presents the architecture
of our system. Section IV presents the way how our system
is used in a subject on network services in operating systems.
Section V presents an evaluation that shows the usefulness
of our work. Finally, Section VI draws conclusions and
suggests guidelines for future research.
II.

RELATED WORK

Virtual and remote laboratories are a hot topic of research
for many years. Several proposals, such as Jara et al. [1]
provide virtual and remote access to robotics equipment,
but they have centralized architectures in which the system
fails if the server collapses. Besides, their work relies on
the use of some specific equipment, e.g. the robot, so it
becomes a single point of failure.
In the field of networks, Liu et al. [2] provide a system
to remotely access real networks laboratories in the distance.
This system allows the interaction with actual physical devices
(routers, switches), which makes it limited by the number of
devices available at any moment. Moreover, Stewart et al. [3]
present a system consisting on a virtual network that is created
by faculty and downloaded and installed locally by students.
With regard to the combination of cloud technologies and elearning, some interesting works are reviewed next. Wang at
al. [4] provide a virtual remote laboratory for networking based
on VMWare Lab Manager [10] as virtual infrastructure
manager, where laboratories are hosted in the university

premises. Vouk et al. [5] focus on the reservation of isolated
VMs to students for a specific time frame. Similarly,
Dölitzscher et al. [6] present CloudIA, a system which
provides on-demand creation and configuring of isolated
VMs.
Compared to all the aforementioned works, we have
implemented a general system that can be used to create
virtual remote laboratories made of one or more VMs for any
subject of interested in engineering education (for instance,
subjects on networking, programming or databases). Thus, our
system is multipurpose, as opposed to the aforementioned
works. In order to use the system for any subject faculty just
have to decide the template(s) students will need for their
practical assignments. These templates can be reused as many
times as needed, so reusability is one of the core design
principles of our system. Furthermore, laboratories may
interact with real equipment if it is needed, because VMs
may be configured to have some specific hardware installed,
such as a robot. Another important feature of our system is
that it is scalable and fault tolerant since laboratories could be
created in public cloud providers (such as Amazon Elastic
Compute Cloud, EC2 [11]), and the virtual infrastructure
manager (which is presented below) can be duplicated to be
backed-up in the case of failure in the local premises. Even
more, data in our local premises can be deduplicated [12] so
that no data are lost in the case of local failures.
Table I presents a summary of the proposals reviewed in
this section, showing the main aims of each proposal, the
subjects in which it can be used, and whether they interact
with physical equipment and provide scalability.
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Fig. 2. Students’ view of VRLabs for a subject on networking.

OpenNebula [15] virtual infrastructure manager. VMWare
ESXi is the software used to provide the running environment
for the laboratories located in the local premises of the
University – thus, it lies at the Platform control
plane layer. This hypervisor has been chosen because it is
a w idely used technology with proofed quality and our
university has experience working with it.
Fig. 1. Proposed architecture.

III.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The system to create and manage virtual remote
laboratories can be considered as pertaining to the
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), since we provide the raw
computing infrastructures for the realization of practical
exercises in any subject of engineering education. Besides, at
the current stage of development, this is a private cloud
since the laboratories are located at the university premises,
but work on extending it to create a hybrid system using
resources from a public cloud provider is among our future
work.
Figure 1 presents the architecture of the system. It
has four layers [13], where the top layer is entrusted with the
management of the laboratories, this is, the creation, deletion,
modification of laboratories, along with the creation,
deletion, modification of the templates (VM and network
templates) laboratories can be based on. The second layer,
labeled as Cloud plane contains the templates that can be
used for the creation of laboratories, where these templates
can be reused at will. The third layer, labeled as Platform
control plane, implements the platform level services
that provide the running environment enabling cloud
computing and networking services for our laboratories.
Finally, the bottom layer, labeled as Data plane, includes
the physical resources where laboratories are hosted, and
currently includes resources located in the University
premises, and in the future it will include also resources from
public cloud providers.
The implementation of our system is based on two
technologies, namely VMWare ESXi [14] hypervisor and

OpenNebula is the Virtual Infrastructure Manager
(VIM) and performs the management (registration, monitoring,
deployment, migration, etc) of the laboratories and VM and
network templates laboratories can be made of – thus, it covers
the Cloud plane of the architecture. Although there are
several choices for the VIM, such as Eucalyptus [16] or the
aforementioned VMWare Lab Manager, we have chosen
OpenNebula for several reasons, among others, its open source
nature, and its ability to deal with different virtualization
technologies (such as VMWare’s or Xen [17]) and with
public cloud providers to create hybrid systems. Finally, the
Management plane is implemented by a web application
which interacts with OpenNebula and with several databases,
where each one keeps track of a different aspect needed for
the proper functionality of our system. Using this application,
laboratories can be easily defined using configuration files.
In order to use the TUTORES system, lecturers just
have to use the web application at the Management
plane, so they don’t have to know the commands of
OpenNebula or ESXi. Lecturers must keep a repository of both
VM and network templates – which lie at the Cloud
plane of the architecture. When they want to create a new
laboratory, lecturers just have to choose among the existing
VM and network templates those of interest in this case – each
template can be reused as many times as needed. Once this is
decided, laboratories are automatically created for each student,
and this is performed at the Platform control plane.
These laboratories are running in the local premises of our
university at present (Data plane).
The use of these laboratories can be combined with the use
of the Learning Management System (LMS) of the university,
which hosts virtual courses for all the subjects (see [18]). The
LMS provides the resources needed to perform a collaborative
learning/teaching process – such as forums, videoconferences,
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TABLE II.

SUMMARY OF RELATED WORKS COMPARED WITH THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

ID

Question

SQ1

I can increase my learning productivity if I use the VRLab.

SQ2

I can carry out my evaluation assignments faster when I use the VRLab.

Perc.

SQ3

The VRLab helps me to carry out my evaluation activities more efficiently.

usefulness

SQ4

The use of VRLab improves my learning.

SQ5

In general, the VRLab is useful in the subjects where I use it.

SQ6

The learning curve for the correct use of the VRLab is minimum.

SQ7

It is easier to get the VRLab do what I want at a given moment.

Perc.

SQ8

The information the VRLab provides is clear and easy to understand.

ease of use

SQ9

The VRLab is easy to use when checking the correctness of my evaluation
assignments.

SQ10 In general, I think the VRLab is easy to use.
SQ11 I think this VRLab provides good changes to interact with other students.
Perc.
interaction

SQ12 The flexibility of the VRLab allows me to share experiences with other
students.
SQ13 I improve my learning simultaneously with other students using the VRLab.

General

SQ14 I would use the VRLab for other learning activities.

questions

SQ15 Which improvements would you like for the VRLab?

emails, chats, or assessments. So, the LMS can be used to
provide communications between the participants in the
learning/teaching process. Thanks to the use of both
laboratories and LMS, the participants in the learning/teaching
process can collaborate and obtain a richer learning
experience.
IV.

USE CASE IN A SUBJECT ON NETWORKING

The development of virtual remote laboratories for a
subject on network services in operating systems has been
conducted taking into account previous experiences from
students and lecturers in our distance university [19]. The
VRLabs developed for a subject on network services in
operating systems consist on a virtualized local area
network made of several VMs acting as servers and clients of
different network protocols (e.g. Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol, DHCP, or Lightweight Directory Access Protocol,
LDAP).
Figure 2 shows the view of students using the system,
where the terminals of two virtual machines can be seen. In
order to assure that students implement their own exercises,
the laboratories are isolated from each other. Besides,
laboratories are detached from the physical network of the
university. This is especially needed because these servers are
running in our local premises, so a malfunctioning server may

make the entire network of our university collapse if this
separation did not exist.
In order to create a fully operational laboratory for this
subject, two more VMs are used, one of them is a software
repository and another VM is running an auto-evaluation
software [19]. The use of the repository allows students’ VMs
get the software they need to conduct the practical exercises
without the need for an Internet connection, whilst the autoevaluation server improves the process of correcting students’
configurations.
V.

SYSTEM EVALUATION

We have performed an acceptation study in order to
illustrate the quality of our work. In this study, 36 students
from a subject on network services in operating systems
participated, during the course 2012-2013. We have
conducted surveys in which each item is a five-point
Likert-style scale ranging from (1) Strongly disagree to (5)
Strongly agree [20], [21]. A qualitative analysis was
performed in which the size of the sample is not a problem
since opinions tend to repeat themselves, after a low number
of questionnaires [22], [23]. This survey strives to assess three
constructs, namely perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness,
and perceived interactions using VRLabs. The first two of them
(perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness) come from the
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [20], and the last one
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TABLE III.

SURVEY RESULTS

Answers
ID

5

4

3

2

SQ1

57%

29%

SQ2

57%

29%

14%

Perc.

SQ3

57%

29%

14%

usefulness

SQ4

86%

14%

SQ5

57%

43%

SQ6

43%

43%

SQ7

43%

43%

14%

Perc.

SQ8

57%

14%

29%

ease of use

SQ9

57%

29%

14%

SQ10

29%

57%

14%

SQ11

29%

14%

29%

Perc.

SQ12

29%

29%

28%

14%

interaction

SQ13

43%

14%

14%

14%

General

SQ14

100%

questions

SQ15

–

–

1
14%

14%

–

Fig. 3. Statistical results.

28%

–

14%

–

(perceived interaction) is from self-experience one of the key
concepts to be pursued in distance education.
The questions are presented in Table II, and a summary of
the results is presented in Table III and Figure 3. It can be seen
that most of students answer 4 or 5 to most of the questions,
except for the questions related to the perceived interaction
construct. This is because the VRLabs are not integrated yet
into the institutional LMS, which is part of the future work.
Also, questions from this construct also have lower average
and higher standard deviation, which highlight this construct as
a weak point to be improved.
An important point to take into account is that most of the
questions give average higher than 4 and standard deviation
lower than 1. This means that responses are high and their
variability is low, which highlights the high acceptation of
the proposed system from the students’ point of view.
The construct having the highest rating is perceived
usefulness (most of students answer 5 to questions SQ1 to
SQ5). This is because VRLabs allow students the access
to their work environments from anywhere at any time,
which is really interesting feature in the case of distant
students who have other commitments (e.g. work or family
commitments). This way, they can devote time slots to their
studies which could not be harnessed for this purpose before
– for example, a coffee break at work or at home after
children have gone to bed.

Finally, all the students totally agreed about whether they
would use the system for other learning activities. This
clearly illustrates the fact that the efforts devoted to these
developments have been worthwhile, and support us in order
to keep improving the system.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have developed a virTUal remoTe labORatories
managEment System (TUTORES), which is used to create
virtual remote laboratories (VRLabs) used to conduct
practical exercises for any subject of engineering
education. This system uses cloud computing and
virtualization principles to provide fault-tolerance,
scalability, ubiquity, reusability and hands-on assistance,
among other benefits for lecturers and students. The use
of this system combined with the university LMS creates a
collaborative learning environment that is of great interest for
participants in the learning/teaching process. The
technologies we used to implement our system are
VMWare ESXi and OpenNebula, and we chose them for
their wide use, high quality and ability to create hybrid
systems, among other reasons.
This paper presents the architecture of this system.
Also, we show the structure of the laboratories used for a
subject on network services in operating systems. In this
case, our system provides students with a local area network
made of several VMs rather than providing one isolated
VM – which adds complexity to the system. Besides,
students must be able to configure the VMs, so laboratories
must be isolated and detached from the university network
so that malfunctioning students’ configurations do not affect
our internal network.
Among the problems that we faced during the
implementations presented in this work, the main ones
were related to the network communications when
registering VM images to OpenNebula and when creating
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VMs, and were fixed by assigning the ESXi server and the
OpenNebula node to the same subnetwork, and by
connecting those machines using high speed links.
Regarding future work, laboratories are created in the
university premises at present, and we are planning to
extend the system to use resources from public cloud
providers. This way, an unlimited number of students from
any subject of interest would be able to use the system
concurrently, since the infrastructures devoted for the
VRLabs would scale up or down according to their current
level of use.
Furthermore, the integration of this system with the
LMS of the university and with the auto-evaluation system
we deployed [19] is also among our future work. This
integration would be in terms of (1) the login features of
the LMS, so that students and lecturers of each subject
would automatically have access to the system, and (2) the
evaluation results, so that ranks can be exported to the
LMS.
Even more, an evaluation from the point of view of the
faculty is to be performed in order to assess the
usefulness of our work, and to obtain feedback to improve
our future developments.
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